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INSIDE Students pray all night for SEW
By Julleanna Outten, asst news editor

• WIGGED OUT: Yousee him on
stage playing the bass at campus church, but do you really
know Wig?
To find out
more
about htm,
see page 2.
>GOOD
ADVICE:

Freshmen,
heed the wise advice from
upperclassmen. See page 6.
^FOOTBALL SEASON IS HERE:

Read
about the
Flames
first
game of
the season and
the additions to
the team.
Seepages 11, 12.
• WHAT PRICE DID ON HIS BREAK:

Read about the exciting adventures Chris Price had this summer in Lynchburg. Meet the
interesting characters in his
neighborhood on page 5.

0UT&
• TUESDAY

Scattered showers.
High 81, Low 61.

• WEDNESDAY

Mostly sunny.
High 81, Low 61.

• THURSDAY

Scattered showers.
High 78, Low 61.

It was late at night and the rain fell, but still dozens of
Liberty students stood together in groups around the
Prayer Chapel and the Carter Glass Mansion lawn lifting
up their voices in prayer and praise to God Friday night.
The annual Ail-Night of Prayer at Liberty University
began at midnight on Friday and continued until 8 a.m. on
Saturday.
Every year on the Friday night before Spiritual Emphasis Week (SEW), students wake up at all hours of the night
and voluntarily come to pray. Each dorm is assigned a
specified one-hour time slot to pray at the chapel; usually
brother and sister dorms meet at the same time to sing and
pray together.
Though it rained during much of the night, hundreds of
students still came out to pray.
"The people are so focused on God, a little rain wouldn't
keep them away," Aaron Stevenson, a sophomore prayer
leader, said. "Next week is SEW and we get to hear a lot, but
this is the one day we really focus on prayer and thafs what
makes it so special."
SEW started Sunday morning and goes until Wednes-

DeMoss changes face
By Julleanna Outten, asst. news editor

• SATURDAY

Isolated T-storms.
High 78, Low 54.
^

for Women In Crisis needs some
women to help at faith based
shelter for women in crisis situations. For CSER credit or to
volunteer time call Carol Deans
at 386-3044.
• STUDENT GOVERNMENT:

Represent your hall and have a
voice as an SGA senator. Pick
up applications from an RA or
Dorm 13 and turn it in to your
RA by Thursday, Sept. 13. Hajl
elections will be held that night.
• INTERNATIONAL PROCESSIONAL:

MISO is sponsoring an
International Processional on
Monday, Sept. 10 during convocation. Students are needed to
represent their country in native
attire. Call ext. 2688 for info.
• SPANISH CLUB: Prayer service
on Wednesday, Sept. 5 at the
Prayer Chapel from 6-7 p.m. All
are welcome.

v
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IF I ONLY HAD A HAMMER — When students went home for the summer,
DeMoss had just a steel skeletal top three floors.

should also be complete at that
time.
The top two floors will remain
incomplete until the space is
needed and funds are raised to
finish it.
"I came on campus, it was
dark, and I saw this huge shape
and it surpassed anything I had
imagined,"
returning
junior Jud
Davis said.
"It gives me
the sense
that I'm in a
modern
institution."

Kodiak
Constructors, Inc.,
) PROVIDED
Building SerWHAT A DIFFERENCE — A DeMoss with walls intact and
bricks going up all around welcomed students back to LU. vices, mainmmMNMrtiwiWMMMiiinM^

MICHAEL TROXEL

ON THEIR KNEES— Students unified together in prayer.

all but eight men on his hall woke up at 7 a.m. to pray.
"I was very proud of my guys," Washington said. "The
only thing that would get them up early in the morning is
their love for God."
Washington enjoyed the night of prayer. "It brings more
unity to the campus. It symbolizes what we, as Christians
should do all the time. It shows our love for God as a campus, that we would set aside a whole night, take that time
and use it to pray to Him," he said.
Please see PRAYER, page 5

Freshmen
welcomed to
the campus
By Chrissy Hannabass and Lee Ann Livesay

than the torn apart first floor

with a three-story steel skeleton
that students saw before leaving
for the summer. Now, just
three months later, all four
floors are intact, most of the
bricks are up and the first floor
is open for classes.
J.O. Renalds, Liberty University Field Operations Director,
anticipates all 540,000 bricks
being up by the end of September. The bookstore should be
completed by the third week of
September and the construction
on the first two floors in December. The front stairway to the
second floor and the Jeffersonian style portico with pillars

• FRIDAY

• WOMEN'S SHELTER: Network

= r

The massive four-story
Arthur S. DeMoss Learning Center stands tall in the center of
campus welcoming and surprising those who come to Liberty
University.
Though construction is still in
full swing and dust is in the air,
the building is much different

Partly cloudy.
High 81, Low 60.

ABOUT

day night. This year's line-up for speakers includes Rick
Amato, former Liberty student and founder ofWar on
Addiction campaign, Tommy Tenney, author of God
Chasers, and Mike Skupin, a survivor from CBS's Survivor
Australian OuthackTV series.
Several freshmen were pleasantly surprised that there
is an entire night dedicated to prayer. "It was wonderful, I
thought that praying for the campus with the brother dorm
would be very meaningful," freshman Julie Lidbeck said.
Udbeck felt that the night helped students get focused on
prayer.
Many students come for just the hour they are scheduled for, but others stay many hours through the night,
praying with others or alone. People pray for a wide range of
things—the school, the nation, their families, personal
spiritual growth and specifically, SEW.
"I just love to go worship with other students, and usually the ones that get up at thattimeare really dedicated,"
senior prayer leader Sylvia Cortez said. Her dorm prayed
from 3-4 a.m. "It's my favorite night of the year. You could
just stand in the grass for hours worshipping and praying
as God prompts you."
Kevin Washington, an SLD on 23-1, was amazed that

tenance crews and many others
have "gone over and beyond" the
call of duty to get the building
ready for the school year,
Renalds said.
"There's been a lot of action
the last couple of weeks; people
walking all over each other,"
Renalds said with a smile.
According to Renalds,
progress on DeMoss is going well
and they have not had to deal
with any major catastrophes.
However, construction was
set back when the A. Pierre
Guillermin Library had to be
cleared otit to do work on the
stairwell and elevator shaft. The
crews were planning to work
around the bookshelves and
other furniture, but it was not
possible.
The process of packing away
and moving books to storage
took nearly two months, Jesse

This year's freshman class is one of the largest in
the history of Liberty University. A total of 1,212
freshman arrived on campus on Sunday, August
12." Together with transfer students, 1,738 new
students have enrolled at LU this semester.
Members of the administration are very excited
about the new freshman class.
"The freshmen that have been recruited will be
excellent students for the campus," Registrar
Cheryl Sprouse said.
This year's freshmen had few, if any, problems upon
arrival at Liberty.
"Everyone that has been in the office has been very
sweet, polite and wonderful," Timi Plyter, Registrar's
Office receptionist, said.
Freshman Candace Rose is very happy with the way
things have gone since she's been on campus and says
she decided to attend Liberty because she "liked the
campus and meeting guys."
Freshmen had several activities planned for them
during theirfirstweek to help them adjust to campus
life. Student Life showed the movies Pay it Forward
and Pearl Harbor at "earless drive-ins." Many freshmen participated in the 2001 Liberty Games as well as
competed in volleyball and basketball intramural tournaments.
After the upperclassmen arrived, everyone got
together for the annual block party which included
rides, inflatables, popcorn, pizza,fireworksand a concert by the Kaunas.
Chalet Walters is an RA in dorm 28-1 with about 25
freshmen on her hall. Walters feels that there are very
few problems facing freshmen on her hall. "No problems. The girls are adjusting well and the hall is bonding a lot. Friendships are being made within the hall,"
Walters said.
The freshmen are eager to be involved spiritually. "I
thought the music at the campus church was really
good, and I wanted to sing along but I didn't know any
of the words," freshman Tiffany Larson said.

Please see DEMOSS, page 3
Please see FRESHMEN, page 3
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Summer internships give students job experience
By Lee Ann Livesay, asst news editor

While Liberty offers more than 30 different undergraduate majors, only a
small percentage of them require internships. However, each summer many
students head off on their own or with
the assistance of the Career Center to
find something that interests them and
will introduce them to a practical view of
their field.
Many LU students complete internships each summer and some even do
one during the school year. This summer Ed Burnett, Jarod Blaney, Mike
Blackwell and Daneal Brown were
among those who completed internships
in theirfieldof study.

Burnett is a senior finance major who
interned this summer as a commercial
real estate underwriter for Bank of
America in the Washington, D.C., area.
While working for Bank of America, Burnettfinanciallyunderwrote office, retail
and multi-family projects with aggregate
capital commitments of over $100 million.
Burnett was able to get a real picture
of what working as a financial underwriter is like. "1 was able to learn how the
business world operates--what success
requires," Burnett said. "I learned how
to work hard, how to be a professional,
and how to work in a professional environment."
Burnett also got what every intern

dreams of-an extensive networking list.
Burnett was able to meet and talk to
some important business executives,
which will help him when he looks for a
job following graduation.
Only two out of the 15 people working
with Burnett were Christians. 'There is
a definite temptation to do wrong. You
have to go in prepared," Burnett said.
All of the Bank of America interns
were sent to a conference in Charlotte
during the summer. They don't agree
with our moral standards. You have to
be on guard," Burnett said.
One positivetilingresultingfromBurnett's internship is that Bank of America is
considering coming to LU's Spring Career
Fair. Burnett's employers were impressed

with the quality of work that he did and
plan to come to LU to look for some more
students like him.
Bank of America even offered Burnett a
full-time job after he finishes college. He is
considering the possibility. He has from
now until November to accept.
Blaney is a senior accounting major who
also interned in the Washington, D.C.,
area. He interned for Deloitte and Touch, a
Big 5 accountingfirm.He worked as a staff
auditor, participating on audits for Nextel
Inc., ePlus Inc., and Robbins Gioia.
Blaney experienced a different sort of
environment this summer.

Please see INTERNS, page 2
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LU ROTC program in full-swing
By M a r i e l Williams, reporter

Liberty's new Army ROTC
(Reserve Officer Training Corps)
program began this semester.
ROTC consists of a series of military science eleclives for students interested in becoming
army officers. All students who
successfully complete the program automatically enter the
Army as commissioned officers.
Liberty's program became
possible when the UVa's ROTC
agreed to allow Liberty to form a
sub-unit of UVa's Cavalier Battalion, according to LU President
Dr. John Borek. LU ROTC students will be known as the Eagle
Company, Master Sgt. Kim
Brewtonsaid. Half of Dorm 1
has been refitted for ROTC
classes, which are taught by
Brewton.
ROTC courses involve both
classroom instruction and a

Freshman cadet Marissa Joe
joined ROTC because of her lifelong ambition to be in the military and to help with tuition. "I
like to be a leader and I thought
that might be a good way to go,"
Joe said."... and I just love to
be in military dress . . . [Also] it's
a good way to get in shape."
On Tuesday of last week, Lt.
Col. Hampton Hite, commander
of the Cavalier Battalion, visited
LU to address the ROTC cadets.
Borek and Vice President for Student Affairs Mark Hine also
spoke to the class.
"I think there's three big reasons to join Army ROTC," Hite
said,"... a short-term, a midterm and a long term. In the
short-term, it's a leadership program .. .|and) it's a lot of fun ...
[In the) mid-term... when you
graduate, you will be commissioned as an officer... To me,
the long-term benefit is the most

training lab. The junior and senior year courses are only available to students willing to commit to serving in the Army after
graduation, but the freshman
and sophomore program is open
to most students.
Sophomore Jason Tippet is
the commander of Eagle Company. Sophomore Daniel Hill,
first sergeant, and junior Keith
Williams, executive officer, assist
him. Tippet, Williams and Hill all
agreed that their main reason for
joining ROTC was to obtain a
commission upon graduating.
"[Not everyone) who joins
ROTC goes on to a military
career." Brewton said. Brewton
used Duke University basketball
coach, Mike Krzyzewski as an
example of someone who
received military leadership
training in college but went on to
a civilian career after finishing
his term of service.

important, and that's pride."
LU had an ROTC program in the
past. "I think this time it's going to
be permanent," Hite said. Hite
plans to lecture at LU a couple of
times a month.
Borek, who has served in the
Reserves for 28 years, warned the
students against quitting once they
had started.
"There's only a few things that
I've quit in my life, and I've regretted
every one of them," Borek said.
According to Brewton, joining
the ROTC can help new students
adjust to life on campus and in the
world at large. "[ROTC1 helps
cadets... understand their world,"
Brewtonsaid. Regular lectures
keep students abreast of world
events, and how they affect the military and the United States in general.
"I think for every student it gives
them a great foundation," Brewton
said, "We help them with anything."

Interns: Students practice what they have learned
me through the leaders and the
every single day about my faith."
enter it in a database that kept
students." Brown said.
Brown is a junior youth major
track of what royalties the artist
The internship had its problems
and worked this summer as the
would get for the station using
"I was able to interact with
middle school intern at Evergreen as well. "I didn't get paid. I was trytheir song.
students from around the
Christian Fellowship in Issaquah, ing to get in two jobs at the same
He also was able to listen to
United States that were interns
time." Brown said.
any new CDs that were sent to the Wash., near Seattle. Brown did a
along side of me and got to
lot of administrative. programexperience the life of an auditor network and rated them good or
"It was also a struggle living and
in a Fortune 500 environment," bad. If he rated them
breathing youth ministry,"
good, the network
Blaney said.
Brown said. Brown lived
would use them; if he
See if you have a passion first, with the youth pastor, her
"My office, surprisingly, had a
rated them bad, they
brother. "I was constantly
very conservative and Christian
were tossed.
perspective to a lot of things,"
before you get into it and realize you thinking about youth
ministry and living with
Blaney said. "I did not feel out of
Blackwell was able to
my brother added to it."
place, nor did I have to defend my learn a lot through his
hate what you're doing.
faith at any time."
job this summer. "I was
Brown enjoyed applying
able to learn what goes
what she has been studyBlaney was also offered a full- D a n e a l Brown, j u n i o r
ing in her classes to realtime position following his gradu- on in the entertainment ^ ^ ^ ^
world. I was also able to
life ministry. "It was a
ation. He believes that he will
network, making contacts and
great experience. I would
return to the company.
ming work. Her main responsibillearning how to get my name out
recommend it to anyone wanting
Blackwell is a senior sports
ity was organizing events for the
there.
Plus.
I
got
to
watch
TV
all
management major who
church's summer youth program. to do youth ministry because it's
day." Blackwell said.
something that you have to expeinterned for Fox Sports in Los
Summer Mania. It included
rience," Brown said.
Angeles, Calif. He worked in the
girls'/boys' nights out, water wars
Blackwell also learned that
music library helping producers maybe this wasn't for him. "I would and extreme food nights. She also
Internships are useful because
to find music for TV shows and
went on a mission trip and to camp they serve as a trial run, to see if
do it again, but I would rather do
cueing the music. He also got to marketing," Blackwell said.
with the high school students,
this is how you want to spend
watch everything that came on
where she ran into LU youth proyour life, a s these LU students'
One thing that Blackwell had
Fox Sports. Whenever a song
fessor, Dr. Steve Vandegriff.
have learned. "See if you have a
to deal with was being the only
was played on air, Blackwell
passion first, before you get into it
Christian in his office. There
"This internship was above
had to find out who sang it and
and realize you hate what you're
were tons of debates," Blackwell
and beyond what I expected. It
what song it was in order to
doing," Brown said.
said. "They tried to challenge me
broke, taught and challenged

Robert "Wig
Murphy
John Fisher
Home: Glennallen, Alaska
Where did t h e nickname c o m e f r o m ? I used to have
long hair that was really curly and frizzy. I had dredlocks
at one point and my hair has been all the colors of the
rainbow. It was always weird-looking.
Most treasured material possession: my six-string bass
Accomplishment y o u are most p r o u d of: being able
to travel to a dozen countries helping people
If y o u were stranded o n a desert island, what CD
w o u l d y o u want w i t h y o u ? Carl Orff's "Carmina
Burana"

Continued from page 1
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Tent revival reaches community for Christ
with this being his first crusade,"
Lovett said.
Cole challenged the audience on
thefirstnight to raise $7,000 for
scholarships for seminary students
and mission projects. That goal was
exceeded with a total of $7,300.
Special nights at the crusade
included a Biker Night and a Youth
Night. The rain did not stop around
30 bikers from showing up. About
200 young people were present for
Lovett's message, "The Horrors of

exceeded their expectations. About
50 Liberty students attended each
night.
A big circus-like tent in an open
Dr. Danny Lovett, Dean of Libfield greeted all who came to the Cenerty Baptist Theological Seminary,
tral Virginia Crusade put on by the
was the main speaker at the fourSouthern Baptist Association of
night event. Eric Lovett and Eternal
Smith Mountain Lake August 26-29.
Praise led worship and several area
This event was bom out of 10church choirs performed.
12 local churches' burden to reach
Eddie Cole, Administrative
their community for Christ. They
Assistant to LIGHT Ministries, was
had an attendance goal of 500-600
this year's crusade director.
people per night. The actual attendance of 1,000 people per night
"He did an outstandingjob
By Diana Bell, editor in chief

MORE DORM STUFF

Hell." on Youth Night. Around 30 of
the teens received Christ following
the message.
The crusade saw 70 people
saved and hundreds of rededications to Christ.
For one LU student this was her
first time experiencing an old-fashioned tent revival. "It was definitely
something different and exciting as
well as spiritually fulfilling. I was
definitely blessed and encouraged
to see all those who received Christ
as their Savior," Junior Anna Fleming said.
According to Lovett, the SBA
is already talking about making
next year's crusade a SundayFriday event.

If y o u had a band what w o u l d it be named? I am Bob
Saget (thanks G Love!)
Favorite band/singer: Jaco Pastorius Gazz fusion),
John Coltrane and Radiohead
Describe your ideal Saturday afternoon: listening to
music and playing guitar, hanging out with friends and
watching movies until 3 a.m.
Hobbies: painting, writing and listening to different types
of music.
Where I see myself in t h e next 10 years: I really can't
see past college right now, but I'd like to be involved in
lifestyle evangelism spending time with people and
exploring the huge earth God has made.
Pet peeves: waking up in the morning, people that are
easily angered, people that call 15 times a day trying to
get a hold of you, being around people constantly.
Most people don't k n o w : my real name and most people have the misconception that Eternal Praise band
members are cocky.

If I could trade places with anyone it would be:
someone from a desolate third-world country so I could
experience the world through their eyes.
Best thing my parents taught me: Be yourself, as
unique as you are. Never forget to challenge yourself.
Just to live—to see the beauty in sunsets.
If I could change anything about LU it would be: the
level of appreciation for the Creator. There is a ball of
energy ready to roll here but hasn't even begun. I would
like to see people being real with each other.
What's the funniest thing that has happened while
on the road with Eternal Praise? A certain bleach incident and every new member of Eternal Praise gets initiated (except for Eric and I because I started it) You'll
have to talk to them to find out what happened!
-compiled

by Diana Bell, editor in chief

\Ames\

Just Lowered The Cost Of
Higher Education!
Toss Pillows
Bed Pillows
Mattress Pads
Twin Comforters
Twin X-long Comforters

We have hundreds of great ways to take
the comforts of home to college

$1.99
$2.99
$4.99
$14.99
$14.99

C U P & USE FOR INSTANT SAVINGS

AND MUCH MORE!
- You'll recognize the names.
- You'll love the quality.
- You won't believe the prices!

W E A R HOUSE
This House RocKs w i t h Savingsl
Mon-Sat9:30am-9pm Sun11am-6pm
ONLY AT THESE PARTICIPATING STORES: COLLEGE PARK - College Park Shopping Ctr.
CHARLOTTESVILLE - Rio Hill Shopping Ctr
OURHAM Westgate Shopping Ctr
CARY - South Hills Mall and Plaza

HAMPTON - Emporium Shops
SALISBURY - The Commons et Salisbury
GLASGOW-Peoples Plaza
GREENSBORO - Landmark Crossing Ctr.

RICHMOND - West Broad Commons
CHRIST1ANSBUKG - Shops at Sprewlw Farms
RALEIGH Tarrymore Square Ctr.
LYNCHBURG - Candler's Station Shopping in

•Up to TVk urnii> u uwvtt Kmiinl depmnun *un pntw Mind pneu ilmay includ. U iticwM. Saw qmnWw mfcniudWi H O T tidptttiMomttim No mn-chwb.

*

•
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Excludes Sale, Bargain Price, Clearance & Everyday Low Price Items including TracFone Cards
& Video Game Systems sold in Electronics Dept, Special Buys, Layaway Fees & Gilt/Cash
Cards. Prior sales excluded. Not valid in conjunction with any other discount. Limit one
regular price item discount per customer. Coupon must be surrendered
Ciil-C
Explras
at register to receive discount
Cakoi c
Explrss 10/31/01
10/31/01

9000000001303957

|

Call 1-800-SHOP-AMES (1-800-746-7263)
for d i r e c t i o n s to the store nearest you

*
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LIGHT ministers during summer break
During their flight home, the
team stopped in Hawaii for two days
of debriefing and, according to
Glover, much needed rest and relaxation. They stayed at the childhood
home of Fitu T Tafaoa, director of
LIGHT ministries.
The team saw two people
come to the Lord in Australia
and believe that countless more
seeds were planted.
Llano Verde, Guatemala was
the site of the second LIGHT trip.
Dr. David Towles, professor of
Spanish and director of the Liberty University Summer Spanish Institute (L.U.S.S.I.) kedthe
team. Liberty seniors Ricky
Jakubowski, Areli Calzada, Rob
Jones and Crystal Reaves were
his student leaders. The team
was in Guatemala from May 19
to June 18. These 25 plus students gave up one month of
their summer vacation to minister to the needy in Guatemala.
The team was split into different ministry areas. Three days a
week a group of nursing students

By Laurie Williams, reporter

This summer LIGHT Ministries sent teams to minister in
Australia and Guatemala.
The first team was in Australia from May 17 to June 3,
with a short stop in Hawaii on
their return. Led by LIGHT
campaign coordinator Shane
Glover and LIGHT financial
coordinator Tom Nylander, the
25-member team consisted of a
singing team, a band and other
students to aid in ministry.
The team worked in the Sydney
area holding programs in local
churches, and occasionally performing open-air concerts. A typical program was threefold:
singing, drama and sharing the
gospel. The team also participated
in street ministry.
"It was a challenging trip.
Australians are an accepting
people but they are cold to religion. It's like, 'you can believe
what you want to but don't
expect me to,'" Glover said.

from a building project one
night. Trees had fallen into a
busy street and traffic was
backed up for miles. The team
identified the problem, got out of
their van and removed the trees
from the road in the middle of
the storm.
"Everything was cleaned up
by the time the authorities
arrived at the scene,"
Jakubowski said.
Ultimately, the trip was a
learning experience. Many
Guatemalans opened their
hearts to the Lord, and many of
the student's hearts were
opened to missions. This trip
was a lesson in servanthood, as
students had to abandon their
own ambitions and allow God to
use them in a specific way.
Students were impressed with
the way God brings different people with different talents together.
PHOTO PROVIDED
"God uses us all in different
ways. It was neat to see the body THE HOUSE THAT LUSSI BUILT — Liberty students spent part of their
summer working on the Iglesia Evangelica Bautista in Llano Verde,
of Christ working in a different
Guatemala. This is how the church looked in the beginning stages of
country," Jakubowski said.

would hold a free medical clinic
under the supervision of LU biology professor Steve Perry.
Another group of students
conducted Vacation Bible
Schools for the area children.
The other two days a week the
team went to area schools where
they would perform skits, sing songs
and share theGospel with students.
The third group built a
church. The entire team was
able to conduct the first service
in the new building which was
an honor for them.
The church, Iglesia Evangelica Bautista, was the first of 20
churches Towles hopes to build
in Latin America with the help of
LU students. Dr. Danny Lovett's
Jesus is Awesome Ministries
helped raise funds to build the
church.
The people on the trip grew
together to become a team and
were unified by different experiences they shared. The team
demonstrated their unity during
a thunderstorm on the way back

construction.

Student gets published
By Rachel Coleman, reporter

LU senior finance major NOPIIP Fiacrn received
national media coverage this summer. Fiacco
interned as an associate policy analyst for the
National Taxpayers Union, a non-partisan, public
interest advocacy organization dedicated to lowering
taxes and limiting government spending. While
working for the NTU, Fiacco wrote a brief on a major
issue in today's world politics, the Kyoto Protocol.
The brief, titled "An Economic Ploy: How the
Kyoto Protocol Does the Dirty Work for Uncompetitive Nations," uncovered details about the protocol
that its defenders would have preferred to keep quiet
according to the NTU.
The brief received national attention from
www.cnsnews.com and was mentioned on USA
Today nationally syndicated radio. Fiacco's brief
was acclaimed as the 'Story of the Hour' for two days
on www.cnsnews.com.
"It was definitely one of the highlights of my summer," Fiacco said. "It received national press attention and it looks awesome on a resume!"
The Kyoto Protocol was first proposed in Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil when a group of countries voluntarily decided to reduce greenhouse gases. It became
known as the Kyoto Protocol in 1997.
Thisfirstmeeting formed a voluntary reduction
plan, while the new treaty would enforce its views. The
White House administration according to Fiacco said it
would cost Americans a lot more than they had anticipated and that that was the reason for their pulling out
of the treaty, according to Fiacco. Under Clinton, the
protocol was voted against in senate 95 to 0.
The United Nations would place severe restrictions
on carbon dioxide production by developed nations
like the United States through the treaty. According to

DeMoss: Changes over summer break
Continued from page 1

the brief, the treaty would
exempt developing nations
like China and India, two of
the world's largest emitters
of carbon dioxide.
The International
Energy Agency states
FIACCO
that up to 85 percent of
the projected increase in the gas's production would
come from countries exempted from the protocol.
"In effect, the Kyoto Protocol would serve only to
stifle the U.S. economy with unnecessary and ineffective regulations while allowing developing nations to
fill the economic gap by polluting as much as they
want," Fiacco said. "Kyoto isn't about the environment, it is about helping poor countries grow by holding back wealthier countries. The U.S. already has
some of the most stringent environmental regulations
of any country in the world and spends billions of dollars each year on aid to developing countries."
Among Fiacco'sfindingswere that by 2025 China
would give off more carbon dioxide than the U.S.,
Japan and Canada combined. Not only would the
environment receive more pollution from those countries exempted, but the prices of certain items in the
United States wouldrisedramatically.
Fiacco cited the U.S. Department of Energy
report that by 2010 gas prices would have been
increased by as much as 66 cents per gallon, and
electricity could cost 86.4 percent more than if the
protocol was not in effect.
Following graduation, Fiacco plans to go on to graduate school and then proceed to work in the corporate
world. Fiacco is currently looking at the University of
Chicago, Stanford and University of Michigan.
For more information on the briefyou can visit
www.ntu.org. Fiacco's brief is Issue Brief #125.

Miller head of the floor-cleaning
crew, said.
The library just re-opened last
Monday, but so far it only contains the dozens of new books
bought over the summer, a few
reference books and the curriculum library.
"Moving more than 180,000
books back in will be even more
challenging than moving them out
was," Renalds said.
In the meantime, students can
go to the library home page and
read books and periodicals online or use interlibrary loan to get
the resources they need.
According to Dr. David Barnett,
Dean of Library Services, by the
end of this week or the beginning
of the next, 32 computer work
stations should be in the library.
It will be four to six weeks before

According to Wetzel, some students did have difficulty finding
their classes at first with the new 4digit room numbers. The architects
needed to use four digits because of
the vast number of rooms and
offices in the building, Renalds
said.
The service crews that work to
keep Liberty a clean campus were
happy to have a part in preparing
the new DeMoss.
"I dedicate all my free time to
Building Services. I go out of my
way to please. DeMoss has been a
success, but still has a long way to
go," Miller said. He leads a crew of
"six horsemen, as they call themselves, who are in charge of cleaning all floors on campus.
Through the hard work of these
and many others, the DeMoss
Learning Center is well on its way to
becoming "the centerpiece of the
campus,"as Renalds said.

Freshmen: Making adjustments
Continued from page 1

The leadership teams are
looking forward to helping the
new students adjust to classes
and campus life.
"I think that this is where our
job as prayer leaders comes in,
because if they (the new students) expect a change just by
being here, it won't happen.
They have to put work in and

! •

meet me at.

all the reference books, periodicals and main collection are
moved in, but they are pushing to
be in by the end of September.
"The students and faculty have
been really patient and we appreciate it," Barnett said.
When the second floor of
DeMoss is complete, the entire
ITRC lab will be moved there. The
open lab will have 60-80 computers
and there will be an additional lab
classroom.
The entirefirstfloor of DeMoss
has been renovated as well.
Although the interior has been
changed, the layout is similar to
what it was before, but the shiny
white tile floors and brighter classrooms are two features of the new
building.
"I was really surprised when I
saw how big it was and how much
progress they made over the summer." junior Brandon Wetzel said.

discipline their lives to live as
Christ and have the better
walk," prayer leader Walter Foster said.
During freshmen week, there
were some temporary housing
assignments, however, most
students has been placed in
permanent housing and those
that were not are trying to
remain on the same floor.
"Our dorm is fine with

space." Walters said. "No rooms
have four and most have three,
except for host rooms, SLDs
and RAs."
"Housing has gone very
smoothly this year," Dean of
Residence Life Michelle Bunts
said.
This freshmen class has the
chance to witness some of the
most extensive building projects
in Liberty's history.
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In Army ROTC, you'll get to do some pretty challenging stuff.
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a good leader. Talk to your Army ROTC advisor to find out
more. And get ready to sweat a little.
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Freshmen, food, fun and friends: the Block Party kicked off this semester.

The inflatable slide and
the rock-climbing wall
show the childlike and
adventurous spirits in
participants.

Students hang out with friends

The Katinas were this
year's featured entertainers. Students enjoyed the
concert and loved the
opportunity to worship
God with music.

and enjoy the cookout during
the Block Party. Free food and
entertainment were a big draw
for students this year.
Photos by John Fisher and Jamie Hall
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Online drop/add improves scheduling
By Paul Burton, reporter
Every semester many LU students have stood in line at the
Registrar's Office to drop and
add classes to their schedule.
These same students had to
make appointments with faculty
advisers to get signatures and
initials; some even had to track
down professors of classes that
were full to get more initials.
That is no longer the case.
Beginning this semester, from
August 22-28, students were
able to drop and add classes
online through ASIST. This web
site also allows students to register for classes, view their grades
and make online payments to
the Business Office.
In thefirstweek of previous
semesters, dropping a class
requiredfillingout a form and

standing in line at the Registrar's
low the old system if a class
Office to update a student's
they are adding is full.
schedule.
"It's convenient and effective
To add a class, a student had
and saves time for everyone
to go to the Regisinvolved: students, faculty and
trar to get the
staff," senior Julie DeSannecessary
tissaid.
form, get the
Some students think
required sigmeeting with a faculty
natures of
adviser is an unnecesteachers and
sary step to setting their
their adviser
schedules.
and stand in
"If you
line at the Regisknow what
trar's Office to
you want
and what
change his or
I *a*«««*»
herschedAfpqPOPO
the preule.
*•/•!
requisites
Now, sevare, you
eral steps have been
shouldn't have to go to an
removed and most students
adviser," freshman Josh Autry
can complete the procedure
said. "Some people need adviswithout leaving their dorms.
ers and they can go and get
Some students have had to fol
advice if they want it."

Students are not the only
group on campus adjusting to
the switch to online drop/add.
Until this semester, each faculty
member met one-on-one with a
list of student advisees. The students had to set an appointment
with their advisers and have
schedule changes approved
before going to the Registrar's
Office.
Communications professor
Scott Baker said that he has a
list of over 30 advisees this
semester. Only 10 to 15 have
come to him for advising. Still,
Baker believes online drop/add
is "not a threat to the purpose of
the faculty advising program."
Students seem pleased with
the new system and would probably agree with DeSantis: "It
beats the days when we had to
stand in line for everything."

Chamberlain, Mo receive awards at convo
By Chris Sheppard, news editor
Dr. Ruth Chamberlin was
given the title of Professor Emeritus of English at this year's Academic Convocation held in the Vines'
Center, Wednesday, Aug. 29.
Chamberlin has been teaching
at Liberty since 1975. Chamberlin
was the first chair of LU's English
department until 1982. She
helped found the university's first
English major and minor as well
as Sigma Tau Delta, a national
English honor society.
Chamberlin also had a radio
show on WRVL for many years.

The show was called "Literary
Pages of the Air."
David Yone Mo alsorecieved
an honorary Doctor of Humanities for his work in his country of
Myanmar which is next to India.
Mo was involved in drugs
and gangs before coming to
Christ. He was the leader of
Myanmar's version of Hell's
Angels. When his drug abuse
landed him in the hospital, he
turned to the Lord after his
mother witnessed to him.
Mo then witnessed to members of his gang and saw several
come to the Lord.

jungles and in unreached villages through street ministry
and among lepers and addicts,"
Borek said.
MYC has founded 200
churches in the last 20 years.
Mo is the director for three Bible
colleges, he operates an orphanage, ministers in a leper colony
and directs a drug rehabilitation
program. The program requires
that participants read the Bible,
attend daily prayer meetings and
attend Bible College classes.
Many graduates of the program
have gone on to become missionaries in Burma.

Together Mo and the converted gang members formed
the Myanmar Young Crusaders
(MYC).
"MYC reaches hundreds of
addicts and alcoholics with the
liberating truth of the Gospel.
MYC has an 80 percent success
rate with those who go through
its program," LU President Dr.
John Borek, Jr. said.
Mo and the MYC ministry
extend beyond Myanmar to the
border area of Laos and Thailand.
"MYC has conducted crusades for over 20 years in the

Prayer! More show than expected
Continued from page 1

Welcome back Students!
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really an amazing thing," Stevenson said. They had been promoting
the night of prayer and encouragStevenson was also pleased at the
ing people to come during prayer
large number of menfromhis hall
groups and hall meetings.
that stayed up to go pray at 2 a.m.
He said that it's easier just to stay
Despite the rain and late
awake by playing games and drink- hour, students gave up preing coffee than to try to sleep first. cious sleep to gather and pray
"A lot'of guys we thought were
for their school. Now that's
not going to show up came. It was dedication baby.
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The Price is
Right
By Chris Price, columnist
Summer has come and gone. That
sentence brings a tear to my eye. Five
small words that bring utter sorrow
to all who read them. Walking into
CHRIS PRICE
my first class of the year last Thursday
ithltme- -I will never get those three months of my life back.
While some of you were on a mission trip across the globe,
interning for big companies, backpacking across Europe or
whatever else college kids do on their vacations. I was sitting
in Lynchburg. The biggest excitement of my day was driving
on to campus to see how much they had completed on
DeMoss. Every day my jaw would drop at how fast it was
going up. (Let's just hope in all the hurry of deadlines they
still remember the little things, like support beams.)
Little things amused me in the summer. One of my
biggest hobbies was watching the neighborhood people. My
neighborhood was filled with fascinating people. I had little
nicknames for them all.
"The Renegade" lives across the street. He is about 35, has
a ponytail and doesn't take junk from anyone. On the Fourth
of July he let some 12-year-olds with bottle rockets have it.
He ran out with his ponytail flopping in the breeze and told
them to take it down the street. One started to give him lip.
but as he saw the Renegade stroke his ponytail, he knew better than to try it. That's why they call him the Renegade.
On the other side of the street lives "The Shirtless Wonder."
Wonder (that's what 1 call him for short) is a man of roughly
80 years of age. He does yard work everyday without his shirt.
It's like passing a car wreck, you don't want to look but you
have to. I don't know if he even owns a shirt. It wouldn't surprise me to see him in a suit with suspenders and a tie but no
shirt. He truly is a shirtless wonder.
The funny thing about him is that his wife also has a nickname. Hers is "Puffy." This was given to her because of the
•absurd height that her hair stands off her head. She looks
like a walking Q-Tip. Just three feet of white hair sticking off
her thin little body. Do people not own mirrors anymore?
There has to come a point in her life where she says, "I need to
tame my fro; I look ridiculous." Maybe four feet is her cut off.
When I wasn't spying on my neighbors through my blinds
(Is that creepy?), I was strumming the old six-string. I only
know three chords, but I played them all night long. Just call
me the American Bryan Adams.
All in all, it was a pretty lame summer. On a happier note,
we have started another semester at the world's most exciting
university. It's only nine more months until another exciting
summer.

MAIN ST.
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picks of the week
• 9/6. "Percival's Isle College Night"
Free Pool from 5-9 p.m. and a $3.95 dinner special. Thursday
night. Call 847-3059 for more details.

• 9/8. "Fireworks at Peaks View Park."
Free fireworks show by the Children's Miracle Network starting
at 8 p.m. The award winning Lynchburg Christian Academy
Band will play prior to the fireworks. Call (434) 947-4150 for
more information.

• 9/7-9/8. "Tine Worshippers Revival & Breakfast."
MISO invites students to worship at David's Place on Friday
and Saturday, at 7 p.m.. A prayer breakfast will be at 8 a.m.
on Saturday. Call 582-2688 for more details.

• 9/8. "Late Night Putt-Putt"
Tee off past curfew with Student Life. Call (804) 385-5577 for
more information.

Essentials:
What everyfreshmanshould know

By Laura Kanzler, life! editor

R

emember those first steps you took on
Liberty's campus? For some, the steps
occurred four years and hundreds of
memories ago. But for around 3.500 of you. it
happened just a couple of weeks ago and you've
barely gotten a taste of what campus life at "the
world's most exciting university" is all about.
Now. you can read the brochures about Liberty
all you want, but the upperclassmen all know that
there are some essential pieces of knowledge
needed to survive at LU.
Clothing
Returning students gear up every summer for
suitable "Liberty friendly" clothing. The paradox
students face happens on whether to dress for style
or for comfort, not to mention for class dress.
"Wear sensible shoes," junior Tiffany Traxler
said, "I've gotten too many blisters!"
Hiking to class with therightshoes is a must, but

therightfootwear is necessary even in the dorms.
Junior Josh McKenney said that residents
should wear flip-flops in the shower.
And is it necessary to explain what will happen
to your feet if you don't? Go ahead and try it, but
your roommates might not be too happy with you.
Speaking of unhappy roommates, if the smell
isn't from your feet, check your laundry pile. You
know you are at college when you run out of
clothes, and discover that all the washing machines
are full.
Kevin Washington said the best time to do laundry is after dinner because there is enough time to
study so you can relax for the rest of the evening.
Classes have been going on for a while, so if
you haven't done your laundry yet, you might
want to start.
Academics
Most scholars agree that the point of going to college is to obtain a higher level of education. But
how can you get that higher learning if you can't
even find your classes? With the new construction
of DeMoss, freshman and upperclassmen alike
were wandering the halls last week. Hopefully by
now, everyone has settled into the routine. (If you
still haven't found your classes, maybe it's time to
ask for directions).
Liberty offers great chances for educational challenges, but don't let yourfirstsemester here overwhelm you.
Sophomore Victoria Matthews said that it
isn't necessary to write down every word your
professor says.
Just make sure to start each new day of classes

ready and prepared to learn.
Food
When it comes to college, most new students
hear horror stories of the dreadful "Freshman 15."
One football player said, "There's no such thing
as the 'Freshman 15.' It's the 'Freshman 50!'"
Well, maybe if you're on the football team.
Senior Marcus Christian offered simple advice
on keeping that weight away: "No seconds. No Seconds. NO SECONDS!"
In other words, don't overdo it. Marriott will
serve you the food tomorrow; so only eat enough
for today.
Relationships
Undoubtedly, the number of couples soars
within a matter of weeks at Liberty. They are everywhere: in the courtyard, at Marriott, in the Hangar,
even walking around the circle. While Liberty is a
great melting pot of eligible singles, it is also a great
place to simply make friends.
"Don't date until second semester of your freshman year," senior Tammi Fullerton said, "take that
time to develop friendships."
Just enjoy meeting all the new and interesting
people on Liberty's campus and don't worry if you
cannot find that special someone.
Junior Rebecca Kanzler said, "Marriage is not a
requirement to graduate."
Spiritual life
Perhaps the most notable facet that sets Liberty apart from other institutions is the school's
devotion to spiritual growth. A number of opportunities for growth exist at Liberty, not only in
the classroom, but also through campus church.

Christian Service and various Bible studies and
worship teams.
"Don't jump too quickly into leadership until you
take the time to grow yourself, because you influence people more than you realize," Senior Stacie
Davis said.
So take part in what can be an amazing
growth experience.
Finally, just remember that thisfirst(or last, or
new) year is what you make of it. So have fun,
because before you know it, you'll be giving advice
to a new class of freshmen.
Anna Fleming contributed to this article.
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Just a Hint:
Get an umbrella.
(Lynchburg's other name is "Drenchburg.")

Don't forget to sign ont.

P

(Needless reprimands)

Always clean your room!
(Again, needless reprimands)

Get a warm coat (It'll be cold here come wintertime!)

Don't be late.
(For convo. curfew, classes....)

Save your homework.
(Save on a disk and save it often.)

Watch out for DeMoss
Construction:
(Do Not Enter means DO NOT
ENTER!)

The Spirit of the Mountain

By Jana

i Jana Rirtenbeck, life! editor
jf
hat students don't know about the marching band is that there is much more to
them than meets the eye. And what goes
on behind the scenes is what makes them one of the
most exemplary organizations on campus.
As most students soaked up the last few rays of summer sun, the marching band came back to school to
soak up rays of its own on the practice field. While the
purpose of band camp was to prepare for the coming
semester musically, it was also packed with fun activities that unified the group and helped build friendships.
The week was also a time to direct its focus. Each practice ended with praise and worship followed by devotions
given by band officers. Nearly 100 members sat together
on thefieldeach day to worship God. In practice and
performance, Liberty's marching band strives to be an
example for the school and for the Lord. Its mission is
successful because they have placed Christ as their
foundation.
Marching band president Jessica Rakes said. "I have
never been in a group that has encouraged me spiritually this much. Our devotional time is like no other on
this campus. And the spiritual time is what has bonded
us together as members."
During the week of rehearsals, the band had its
annual pool party and infamous watermelon slaughter
at Poplar Forest Swimming and Tennis Center. The
night ended with a time of devotions and testimonies.
Afterward, the members huddled together to pray for

W

mj
the comingyear as they carry out their theme, "Bearing
the Marks of the Mission."
The fun continued with a surprise movie night in
Lloyd Auditorium complete with popcorn and soda
served by the band officers. The officers also surprised
the team on thefieldone evening by bombarding them
with water balloons from the top of the press box. The
surprised students spotted two garbage cansfilledwith
more balloons nearby and thus began an intense water
fight.
Stephen Kerr. Director of Bands, said, "we try to
make it more memorable and more fun because the students come back a week before classes and they work
hard and they get very little for it and very little recognition, but they do a great job."
Their work on thefieldhelps the band grow in
endurance and they work indoors to memorize their
music. The band currently practices three times each
week. This year, the musical score is entitled "Millennium Celebration." It is a collection ofpieces that Disney
used in the year 2000. Members agree that the piece is
very difficult to play and to march, yet they readilyriseto
the challenge.
The marching band doesn't only minister through its
music to the students at Liberty. This fall they will be
traveling to Gardner Webb University and Western Carolina University. "The mission of the band is to use the
medium of marching band to entertain crowds in such a
fashion that we then have an opportunity to share our

faith in Christ to those with which we come in contact," only making their mark on this campus, but on each
Ken-explained.
other as well. Their unity holds them together, their
"The Lord is doing a work in our people," he said, "we focus makes them successful, and their dedication
really have a good group of students who are seeking to makes theirfinalproduct something to be proud of.
excel academically but also spiritually. They're here at
"Individually students who are involved in the marchLiberty because they know it's important to mature spir ing band are rather unselfish," Kerr said, "because it's
itually. So we emphasize that in our band because we
not like standing up in front of 1,000 people and you
know that that's where the heart of our students are."
have a solo part. When you're part of 100, nobody
Drum major Jake Riley said that one of the distinknows who you are, but you realize that you are a part of
guishing features of the marching band is the friendsomething that's much bigger than yourself."
ships that are made and the spiritual support they offer. "Lots of
people say that band friends are
the best friends," he said, "they
are willing to help you spiritually
and musically. It's really a closeknit group. Everybody bonds
together."
The band speaks very highly of |
their director as well. Trumpet
player Mary Haddaway said, "Mr.
Kerr is a wonderful director as
well as spiritual leader. On the
field he is all about getting work
done, and off thefieldhe is a man
that 1 feel most band members
would feel comfortable approachJOHN FISHER
ing."
F U N I N T H E S U N - LU's marching band practices in William's Stadium
Liberty's marching band is not
during a televised performance.

knows how to laugh at herself. She said the most
embarassing thing she's ever experienced at LU has to
be when she fell down a hill at Peaks View Park,
Before we became the editors of the Life! section,
"My feet flew up over my head!" Jana laughed.
the only thing 1 knew about Laura Kanzler was that
I once asked Jana what her favorite color was, and
she had very long, red hair.
she told me it was blue.
"Because it's happy and peaceful," Jana said. Hmm,
Now I know her a little better and I am so
thaf s kind of like Jana.
blessed to have her as my co-editor. It has been
a joy getting to know her. Aside from her talents in COMS, one of her distinguishing
qualities is her sense of humor. From the
very beginning she has kept me laughing. All of the long hours spent working
on the paper are always fun when she
is around.
Laura grew up in Browns Mills,
N.J. Her dad was in the Air Force
so she was able to experience
things that most people wouldn't.
She said that she once walked
the wingspan of a KC-10 during a
summer job, and went on a jet
engine run on a C-130. "It was
pretty weird riding to school
behind six tanks," she said, "and
sometimes troop crossings

jana rutenbeck

laura kanzler
Getting to know the
editors
The wise say you can't judge a book by its cover. If
you get to know Jana Rutenbeck, like 1 have, you'd
have to agree.
Atfirst,Jana appears to be your average LU senior.
She's studyingjournalism and has great planj for the
Life! section. But there's more than meets the eye
when it comes to Jana...
This native of Largo, Fla, has studied ballet, tap
dancing andfigureskating. She also plays trie guitar.
Jana's past accomplishments only hint at her
future endeavors.
"I'd like to write for a Christian magazine and
eventually, I'd like to start one," Jana said.
With all ol'her creativity, my talented colleague
never ceases to amaze and encourage me. 1 especially love the way she laughs at my jokes. Usually
no one does!
But Jana doesn't just laugh at me, she also
•'•

rj

would make you late." Maybe that is one of the
reasons Laura is so patient!
Two of her favorite things are music and
chocolate. She has two sisters, one younger and
one older. Cooking is one of her hobbies and her
favorite color is green.
In May, Laura will graduate with a major in
Communications with specializations in print and
broadcast journalism and advertising and public
relations. And after graduation, "I'm just going to
knock on every door until God opens one," she
said.
In her four years at Liberty, she has noticed
good things and bad. The very best thing about LU
is the friendships she has made. The worst? "I
once heard someone say LU stands for Line Up. I'd
have to agree."
Since we are always laughing, I asked her
about the funniest thing she has seen at LU. She
chuckled and said, "Once, in the Marriott, a guy's
friend tripped him on the way up to the tray line.
He fell and hit his head and then his tray fell on
him. I was laughing so hard!"
If you have the opportunity to get to know
Laura, you definitely should. She will always make
you smile.
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Commentary
Insight from an unlucky fly

There is humor in some of the tight
Devaux found himself hanging on the
situations humans (or insects) often
outstretched arm of the statue. He
find themselves in, especially if they
remained in this position until three
resemble those that I have witnessed
emergency units rescued him more
or learned of within the past few
than a half hour later. Compare the
weeks.
two— a fly, hanging onto dear life from
While driving on
a windshield by its wings
the highway one day I
and a crazed daredevil
noticed a fly stuck on
hanging onto dear life by
my windshield. At first
the strings of a parachute.
I thought that this
Considering that the fly
unfortunate insect
was in this situation
had collided with my
because of circumstances
windshield just as
beyond its control, I think
other unidentified flythat if Devaux had the
ing insects do, and its
choice of hanging from the
wings were fluttering
,
200-year-old statue, 45
lifelessly in the wind. On C H flStl n€KOGCh meters from the ground, or
looking closely though, I
to be a fly stuck on the
discovered that the fly was still alive
windshield of an automobile, he would
and the weak motion of its wings was
rather have been the fry. Imagine the
not entirely propelled by the wind but
torture of spending half an hour in a
was also an effort by the dying insect
life-threatenfhg situation with the
to free itself from the grip of my windknowledge that you put yourself there.
shield wipers. Had the wipers not been
OK, so Devaux stayed alive and Mr.
there, the fly would have bounced off
Fly didn't, (Unfortunately a sudden
the glass and
//
»downpour forced
me to choose
either lived the
Imagine the torture of
between the fly and
rest of its six-day
spending half an hour in
a clear windshield).
life or would
have met its
a life-threatening situation But the point is,
death on somemillions of people
with the knowledge that
one else's wind"
witnessed Devaux's
rather humorous
shield, NOW, you y ° u put yourself there.
may be thinking ""
experience and only
- Christine has finally gone crazy.
1 witnessed the fly's.
Where am I going with this? A few
When I started to write this article I
weeks ago, a man was in the same sit- had a clear idea of why I was writing
uation as thisfly.If you paid attention this article, but now, I don't. I have
to the news you would know that
many ideas floating around in my
unlike this fly, Thierry Devaux, 41, put head, but they all lead in one direction;
himself in this situation in an act that
when you find yourself in a tight situahe likes to refer to as stuntmanship.
tion, whether you do or do not know
In an attempt to glide above New York how you got there, hang on, there just
harbor and land on the Statue of Libmight be a way out of it.
erty using a motor-driven parachute,

Letters t o the Editor
The Liberty Champion encourages members of the campus community to
submit letters to the editor on any subject. Letters must be received by 6 p.m.
Wednesday in DeMoss Hall 1035. Letters should not exceed 400 words and
must be typed and signed.
The Liberty Champion will not print letters which, in view of the editorial
board, run contrary to Liberty University's mission statement.
All materials submitted become the property of the Liberty Champion. The
newspaper reserves the right to edit for length and style.

Do you still need

Lynchburg: 'Driving' Liberty newcomers mad

out of lanes at alarming rates, nearly
Well, the new school year has begun,
town's native drivers is their tendency to
causing accidents with every lane
meaning that thousands of students
stop at yield signs, and conversely, yield
have converged on the town somewhat
at stop signs. This is most evident at any change, running red lights and basically
causing all sorts of grief for everyone in
affectionately known as
one of this town's many on
their way. Oh, did I mention that they
"The 'Burg." Perhaps one
ramps where people enjoy
manage to do all of this while talking on
of the first things you may
using the acceleration
have noticed'is the driving
ramp as a parking lot. This their cell phones? Well, I think you get
the idea.
of this town's residents. If
leads me to my next
you aren't quite sure what
This short guide is not nearly long
favorite habit.
I am talking about, just
enough to be complete, because in order
People in this town love
take a drive around town.
to do that, an entire set of three or more
to travel at 10 to 20 miles
A word of caution first:
volumes would be necessary. You can,
an hour under the speed
make sure you don't do
however, add examples of bad drivers to
limit. Unfortunately you
this on a Friday night
your copy of this guide until, when you
won't be able to find any of
them until you are late for a finally graduate, you have a complete
because it will take you 20 | | | j ) ( 6 t rOX61
edition of The Lynchburg Driver's Survery important meeting
minutes to make it down
vival Guide. This can
Wards Road due to the hordes of young
such as a job
be sold to new and
people cruising up and down the street
interview or
People in this town love to transfer students as
for one of two reasons. They either have
date that you
a means of paying off
travel at 10 to 20 miles
nothing better to do than waste gas, or
can't afford to
your
school bills.
miss. Then, and
they just enjoy showing off their cars,
under the speed limit.
Please be warned
and their stereo systems, and their rims, only then, will
V ahead of time. This
you encounter
and the neon lights under their cars
and... Well, I think you get the point.
every driver in Lynchburg, or so it seems, brief guide is meant only for the summer
and fall. You can rest assured, or not,
As I was saying, any other time should who drives in this manner.
that once the snow starts falling—You
be a nice opportunity for you to get a
On the other hand, there are the drivain't seen nothin' yet!
good idea of what I am talking about
ers of the opposite persuasion. These
when I refer to Lynchburg's bad drivers.
drivers insist on going as fast as they can
Perhaps the most annoying trait of our get away with, and enjoy swerving in and

u

The 'five commandments' every freshman should live by
I would like to extend my warmest
2.) Do pursue what interests you. Now snack machines on every hall. Right now
welcome to all of you freshmen, but to be this is not in direct contradiction to Rule you may be a cute, in-shape post-highhonest, the best way to break anyone
1, because this refers strictly to interests schooler—news flash, the "freshman 15"
is for real. Get to a gym and don't
into a new situation is to tell it like it is. I and hobbies (and no
be a slave to Marriott burgers or
did the duty of gathering suggestions
ladies, flirting does not
your waist will go to waste. Take
from those who have braved the flames of constitute a hobby.) I
eating in stride.
collegiate life before you. Here's the best
cannot tell you how many
advice you'll get in your lifetime about
5.) Don't be a slacker. Be
upperclassmen I know
college from those who know it best. So
punctual. Be consistent. Be an
who regret not trying out
break out the pen and paper. There will
example. This is the number one
for a music, sports or
be a quiz.
regret of most people I know.
drama team.- If you love
They played around their freshHere are the Five Commandments for it, do it! The Lord has an
man year and have been making
interesting way of workFreshman living as ordained by the alljohannaprice up for it ever since. There is no
ing things out for those
knowing upperclassmen:
excuse for missing 31 GNED classes, or
1.) Don't, ££
who have a pasdon't, DONT
Learn through the experiences sion. People recog- for pulling a C in Evangelism (Jesus is
Awesome, a C is not). If you have an 8
date your first
nize passion,
of
others
by
not
doing
stupid
o'clock class, be there 10 minutes early.
semester. If
regardless of the
Though
it seems far in the distant future,
you listen to
things yourself.
amount of talent
one
day
you
may want references from
nothing else
?5 you may possess.
professors.
Nothing
speaks of excellence
this year and sleep through all your
3.) Don't blow off the rules. Sure, curmore
than
those
who
are constantly reliclasses (more on that later), hear this
few sometimes makes you envy maxiable.
Pull
it
together,
be
consistent, do
young ones. Yourfirstsemester is the
mum-security prison, but, as a wise proyour homework, be on time. Your GPA
time to get to know yourself, form friend- fessor recently told me, mature adults
and future employer will love you for it.
ships and get a taste for college life. It is
adhere to the rules set before them
not the time to befindingyour husband
One last point to consider: learn
instead of bucking them like rebellious
or wife. PLEASE believe me. If you do
through the experiences of others by not
teenagers. Trust me, reps are not the
happen to meet someone who sparks
doing stupid things yourself. You can
route you want to take. You knew the
your interest, wait on it and pray about
rules coming into Liberty, now act grown thank me later. You'll be a senior before
it. God will bring you together when the
you know it, so relish your soon abanup enough to follow them.
time is right, but first establish your own
4.) Don't eat like a starved animal. Yes, doned homesickness before the joy of
independence. Plus, you'll never have to
the Marriott has unlimited food for you to ulcer-producing upper level classes
look back and regret that you dated some eat, and there are opportunities to order
comes to visit you. Now, about that
weirdo.
quiz...
pizza nightly, accompanied by soda and

Christian
Service

crossword puzzle

for this semester?
If so, The Champion can use you!
We need a few responsible students
to do some light office work (mostly
assisting the Advertising Director).
No experience required.
Contact Elaine Pecore @ xt. 2128
or come down to DH 110 and ask
for the Advertising Director.
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Opinion
Twenty-somethings

Fall 2001: refining a
new set of Champions
The Bible records many testimonies of people enduring hardships, overcoming obstacles and completing tests. The Israelites
passed through the Red Sea, Jonah survived the whale, David conquered Goliath and Joseph rescued Egypt.
As the Liberty Champion begins Fall 2001, challenges continue
to try our spirit Our office (for which we are extremely thankful),
located in DeMoss 1035, has a shiny new floor, clean white walls
and plenty of open space, but unfortunately lacks the equipment
necessary to run a college newspaper—most importantly computers. The Champion staff is trying to produce the paper from the Mac
lab in Science Hall 100. No need to worry, this dedicated staff is
determined to deliver the best it can despite the approaching mountains lurking on the horizon.
For instance, the news section has overextended its qualifications to include janitorial duties. They have mopped the floors and
dusted the shelves. The life section has taken the initiative to enroll
in shop classes to learn how to construct its own desk, considering
it is hying belly up due to a broken leg. The sports section is silently
guarding its many unpacked boxes and photography is repairing
crustyfilm.Advertising, management and copy editing are faithfully praying that it will all work out in the end.
We know from past experience that many more tests are sure to
come, like printer problems and spastic server shutdown. Fortu-,
nately, we all know the outcome of those testimonies in the Bible,
"For you. O God, have proved us..." (Psalm 66:10). We, the Champion staff, shall too, be proved and overcome.
Let us know how we passed this test. We want to hear from you,
the reader...as soon as we get phones (extension 2128). Letters and
e-mail are certainly welcome. Please see the following Commentary
page for instructions as to how you can do so.

Thought of the week:
A person breathes seven quarts of air every minute, so take a
deep breath, relax and enjoy the buzz from just being alive. Afterall,
Romans 4:8 tells us that life is a gift, "for if we live, we live to the
Lord; and if we die we die to the Lord." So, celebrate...
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1971 University Blvd.
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As I settled into my apartment this summer, between taking a class and working, I
mulled over ideas to write about for this first
column of the first issue. Several things came
to mind, but none: eally interested me as
much as the subject I'm about to write about.
I actually first heard of it on Oprah of all
places. I then saw a piece on it in the News
and Advance and MSNBC.
It was a foreign term to me—the quarteriife
crisis. This term piqued my interest and made
me want to find out more about it.
A book, a New York Times best-seller, was
recently published dealing with this phenomenon. It is titled "Quarteriife Crisis: The
Unique Challenge of Life in Your Twenties," by
Alexandra Robbins and Abby Wilner. The
authors themselves are in their 20s.
Now, everyone has heard of the midlife crisis. We usually hear jokes about a man in his
40s who buys a sports car or gets a toupee.
Robbins compares these two crisis times in
life. "In midlife, the panic is caused by too
much stability, too much predictability, too
much security. With the quarteriife crisis, it's
the opposite: no stability, no predictability, no
certainty."
People that are safely away from their
twenties may just write this off as whining.
But if they think back to when they were our
age, they would remember what a struggle it

Sometimes I worry about
being a success in a mediocre
world.
—Lily Tomlin
»

with quarteriife crisis

regards. But the things that have happened
is. To them, it seems that we have every
are better. I've had to learn to trust in God for
opportunity in front of us. To us that is
my future. And while planning for the future
exactly the problem. We have too many
isn't a bad thing, not consulting God in the
choices and we can't decide between them.
matters is. Jeremiah 29:11 says, "For I know
Statistics show that we marry later than
the plans I have for you," declares the LORD,
our parents did and we change jobs more
"plans to prosper you and
often. According to the News and
not to harm you, plans to
Advance, the average age for a
give you hope and a future."
bride used to be 20; it's now 25.
The average age for a groom
A Web site also exists
used to be 22; it's now 27. Workabout this phenomenon—
ers in their early 20s used to
www.quarterlifecrisis.com.
keep a job for an average of 2.2
You may visit the Web site to
years, but that is down to little
commiserate with other 20more than a year and a half.
some things or to take a quiz
to determine if you are havMany of the people intering a quarteriife crisis.
viewed for the book say the same
Testimonials from readers
things. "My biggest challenge is dianabell
are also featured. One such
finding my way," Lisa Robbins,
testimonial from the Web site reads, "I just
said. "Knowing the path, knowing what kind
wanted to thank you for giving me something
of career I should be in. What my role is in
that validates everything that I have been feellife."
ing. At least I know that I am not the only
I wanted to write about this because as a
graduating senior, I have been guilty of stress crazy one going through it..."
ing about my future. I feel like I should have
I know I have to remind myself everyday
everything planned. That may just be the con that God is the One in control. That I don't
trol freak in me, but it seems to me that socihave to worry about my future. He has a plan
ety expects us to have everything figured out
for each of us. And while it is often hard to
by this time. I thought I had everything all
wait on Him to reveal that plan, all of the
planned out in high school. Life hasn't hapdoubting and questioning will seem like a
pened the way I thought it would in some
waste of time once it is revealed.

Alive, bound under the rules of freedom
The fastest way to succeed is to look as if
you're playing by somebody else's rules, while
quietly playing by your own," Michael Konda
said. Rules are strange. No one seems to like
them, yet everyone wants to make up their
own. Type the word "rules" into an Internet
search engine and at least 10 pages of hits
will pop up. Everything from the 11 rules of
writing, court rules, rules for life and "guy
rules"(a website for pioneering guydom),
becomes available with the click of a mouse.
The world we live in seems to be governed
by more rules than we realize. After living
under the rules of our parents until the age of
adulthood we soon discover that there exists
an entirely new set of rules that we must live
by.
In a country, a government will always rule
over its people, "there have been mighty kings
who have ruled over all the provinces," (Ezra
4:20). In the workplace, the diligent will
always rule over the lazy, "the hand of the diligent will rule..." (Prov. 12:24). In a marriage,
the husband rules over his wife, "Your desire
will be for your husband, and he will rule over
you," (Gen. 3:16). In the economy, the rich
will always rule over the poor, "the rich rules
over the poor, and the borrower is servant to
the lender," (Prov. 22:7). In nature, the sun
will always rule the day and the moon will
always rule the night (Gen. 1:16, 18), and

God will always rule the raging of the sea (Ps. eousness. Romans 6:18-20 says that as a
89:9).
slave to sin, a person is only free in regard to
It's ironic, but aren't rules what ultimately righteousness, and the end of that freedom is
give us our freedom? Rules are what prevent death. But when a person becomes free from
us from having a Utopian society, where each the rules of sin and a slave to righteousness,
his or her end is everlasting life. In other
person is given the ability to live in their own
vision of paradise. This
words, a rule-less, self-destype of "freedom" would
tiny is no destiny at all.
actually bring destruction
A Holocaust concentration
since each person has his
camp survivor tells this
or her own unique vision of
story, "We who lived in conUtopia. In the long run,
centration camps can
each person's view of Utopia
remember the men who
would conflict, which would
walked through the huts
result in chaos, not freecomforting others, giving
dom.
away their last piece of
bread. They may have been
Max Lucado, in his inspifew in number, but they offer
rational study bible,
tracilawson
sufficient proof that everyexplains, "Freedom is an
thing
can
be
taken
from a man but one thing:
elusive thing—it's the carrot on the end of the
the last of human freedoms—to choose one's
stick that causes a lot of us mules to do the
things we do. Jesus spoke of freedom, but he attitude in any given set of circumstances..."
spoke of a different kind of freedom: the type
We have a choice as to what kind of attiof freedom that comes not through control
tude we are going to have when we're placed
but through surrender. Not through possesunder any circumstantial set of rules. I
sions but through open hands."
choose to look upon the liberty I can find in
Christ explains this type of freedom in this them, but remember; the law of liberty is to
"love your neighbor as yourself," (Gal. 5:14).
simple rule, "If the Son makes you free, you
shall be free indeed," (John 8:36). Yet, when
we become free from the rules of sin, we are
bound to another rule—to be slaves to right-

SPEAKUP

If you could clone an L.U. faculty
member who would it be?

"Dr. Blass, he's the
best teacher I've
had!"

-Bobby Walker, Jr.

"Mrs. Donavon, she
seems like a great
teacher."

—Tom Borkowski. Fr.

"Dr. Falwell, the world
would be won over to
Christ if there were two
of Dr. Falwell."

A?
-Beth Riddle. Sr.

"Mr. Pickering, we need
more people who know
about HDTV."

-Dave Cross, Jr.

Dr. Wellman, he is a
great teacher."

—Josh Ruiz, Sr.

"Dr. Sandra Matthes, she is
great!"

-Angela Matthews, Sr.

Collegiate Media 1997-99
Photos by Tammy Remier
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Volleyball plays in San Diego State tournament
By Matt™ Gordon, assL sports editor game. Overall, the Aztecs hit

overpowered as their opponent
doubled their blocks with a total
of 14.
The Inn Suites Invitational
was a two-day tournament, held
Aug. 31 - Sept. 1, with four
schools participating in the
event. The schools that faced off
in the tournament were: San
Diego State University, the University of San Diego,
Loyola-Chicago University and
Liberty University.
The next time the Lady
Flames are in action will be Sept.
7-8 as they compete in the
Xavter Tournament. The team
will travel to Cincinnati, Ohio to
play against Xavier, Fairfield
and Alabama.

.370 while the Lady Flames hit
.175.
The Aztecs also led tn
blocks with a team total of 12,
while the Lady Flames totaled
eight.

The Lady Flames started
their season this weekend as
they participated in the Inn
Suites Invitational volleyball
tournament hosted by San
Diego State University.
The Lady Flames took on
their hosts, the Aztecs of San
Diego State, in their first game
of the tournament.
The Aztecs opened up their
2001-2002 season in front of a
crowd of 182 at Peterson Gym,
with a three-game sweep: 1930, 23-30 and 29-31.
In the first ever meeting
against the Aztec, the Lady
Flames were led by senior
Rachel Harnack with 12 kills.
San Diego State's Zlatina
Anguelova matched Harnack
with 12 kills for the

The second game in the tournament would not fare much
better for the Lady Flames as
they took on the University of
San Diego on Saturday. The
Lady Flames were defeated as
they lost three straight games:
24-30, 22-30 and 29-31.
The Lady Flames were led
once again by Harnack, who had
10 kills. Sophomore Erin McKeown and senior Summer
Elmquist had nine kills each.
The Flames hit. 123 while USD
hit .346. Liberty had a total of
seven blocks but the team was

.JOHN FISHER

BUMP!-- Senior Rachel Harnack returns the volleyball during the Aug. 25 alumni game; Liberty later played in the Inn Suitee

Men's soccer begins 2001 season
players both on and off the field.
Strawbridge said, "I really want to see
our team bond." Streets added, "I think
Liberty University's soccer team began
we're much more unified than last year."
its season with a tough task.
The Flames kicked off this year on
The Flames traveled to Charlottesville
Aug. 24 with an exhibition game against
to compete in the Virginia Coca-Cola
Hampden-Sydney. Liberty beat the
Classic. There were four teams competTigers 6-0 in front a crowd that Coach
ing in the tournament: Liberty, UCLA,
Alder estimated to be about 1.200. The
Virginia and Maryland. Liberty played
event was promoted by Student Life and
UVa and lost, 2-1; the Cavaliers are curgave the Flames a chance to introduce
rently ranked third in the nation accordthemselves.
ing to Soccer America's
After the game Alder and his
Preseason Top 20 poll.
team were asked to share their
One of our main goals as a group faith with the Tigers. Alder said,
The Flames later faced
Maryland and lost again, 2-1.
"one of our main goals as a group
is to glorify God in everything we
The Terrapins were ranked
is to glorify God in everything we
say and do on and off the field and say and do on and off the field and
16th in the same poll.
According to Flames head
use our games as a platform to
coach Jeff Alder, who is in his use our games as a platform to
share the gospel."
first season since taking over
share
the
gospel.
for former Coach Bill Bell, play- Soccer coach, Jeff Alder
ing in the tournament brought
Liberty and its soccer team
.77
"visibility and credibility."
Although Liberty finished fourth in the
year's team are its defense and depth.
2001 Virginia Soccer
tournament, the Flames were picked to
"We've gone from a roster of 15 to 17
finish third in the Big South's preseason
players to a roster of about 24 guys,"
All-Tournament Team
poll. Liberty received a total of 80 points,
said Alder. Alder continued by saying his
and did receive one first-place vote.
team's depth is "a good problem to have,
Philip Salyer, Maryland (MVP)
Radford finished second with a total of 97
A.J. Herrera, Maryland
because now you have two or three guys
Beckett Hollenbach, Maryland
points and two first-place votes. Coastal
competing for playing time each day,"
Scott Buete, Maryland
Carolina took the top spot in the poll with
Some of the newcomers being counted
Marshall Leonard, Virginia
114 points and 11 first-place votes.
on are transfers Alan Pike and Bryan
• Jonathan Cole, Virginia
Coach Alder said "We've got a good
Monka. The freshmen that are expected
Alecko Eskandarian, Virginia
young group of guys."
to contribute right away are Adam
Nelson Akwari, UCLA
This year's team has eight freshmen
Godwin, David Guinn and Jon Streets.
Cliff McKinley, UCLA
and two transfers competing for minutes
Dean Short, Liberty
The one goal that the team has set for
and a core of four veterans. The four
Ben Strawbridge, Liberty
itself is to form a tight bond amongst its
By Chris Humphries, reporter

F I L E PHOTO

WATCH OUT!— A Liberty soccer player eludes a defender during a game.

NOW HIRING!
InService America works with some of the largest
national ministries and non-profit ministries in the
country. Answer calls for clients like Charles Stanley,
Chuck Swindoll, Adrian Rogers, Robert Schuller,
Franklin Graham, Promise Keepers, Jerry Falwell,
Marilyn Hickey, James Merritt & James Robison.
Must be available to work Inbound between weekdays
2pm-2am, Sundays 6am-8pm or 3pm-1am and
2 Saturdays per month or Outbound weekdays 5pm12am & Saturdays 9am-6pm(typically no
Sundays).Must be able to type minimum 25 wpm and
use proper diction and have reliable transportation.
We pay $8-$10 per hour. Bilingual (Spanish) needed
immediately as well.

UTTING

bftWVTCE
/Y&ERICA

129 Vista Centre Drive
Forest, VA
(434)316-7448

players that are being counted on to
provide leadership are team captains
Dean Short, Jason Streets, Ben
Strawbridge and Chase Perry.
Short, goalkeeper, was nominated for
All American honors last season, and
center back, Strawbridge. are expected
to anchor the Flames defense.
Forwards/midfielders. Streets and Perry,
are expected to provide an offensive
spark for the team.
Alder said that the strengths of this

* * * * * * * * * *

The Get Up and Go Show
Weekday mornings @ 7am - 9am
"Listen to win great prizes as we wake up
Lynchburg and try to tickle your funny bone."

CREW

WANTEDS

%ac& ta ScAaal Sfrcci&l:
Free eyebrow wax with
purchase of shampoo,
haircut and style

Christian

Offer good on Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday with Sandy

The Zone

Good through Sept. 31

Service
Worker

Fridays @ 10pm - lam

LOCATED NEXT TO
TCBY & L I T T L E C E A S A R S '

"Playing the best in sanctified dance, techno,
ambient and more"

237-1457

The Verge
Saturdays @ 7pm - 10pm
"It's time the masses knew how to rock."

free soft drink

new

The Penalty Box

with purchase of
Twice Baked Pasta

TWICE

Mondays @ 7pm - 9pm
"Sports talk including Flames Athletics"

BAKED PASTA

Liberty Flames Soccer

LYNCHBURG: 2629 Wards Kit
Phone: 832-1200

"We broadcast a selection of men's and
women's games"

One coupon pec person, pet visit at participating
Fazolis* Restaurants only Eapires 10/28/01

A hearty, meaty meal
loaded with cheeses.

3.99

9 0 . 9 FM The L i g h t

limited time only

www.thelightonline.com
m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

pizza meal
deal 2.49
Includes Double Slice Cheese
or Pepperoni Pizza & Soft Drink,

Champion
Distribution
and
Office
Work
For More
Information
Please Call
Elaine at
X2128

LYNCHBURG: 2629 Wards Rd.
Phone: 832-1200
line coupon pei peison. pei visit at participating
U/olis* KeslauiaiUs only fipltiJ 10/21/01

m

m

m
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Football! Loses at Appy. State
Continued from page 1
Thomas led the Flames in receiving as he caught seven passes for 65
yards, including two touchdowns. Heyward led the Mountaineers with 147
yards receiving on six receptions, also catching two touchdowns.
Defensively, Nick Vaughn led all tackles as the Flames starting linebacker
finished with 11 tackles, including seven solo stops, while Tyler Biggins and
Kendrick Howard finished with 10 stops for Liberty.
The Flames will return to action on Sept. 8, as they continue their twogame road swing to open the season when they square off against Eastern
Kentucky in Richmond, Ky. Kickoff for the contest is scheduled for 6 p.m.

sp#rtsupdate
JOHN FISHER

SCORE!— QB Biff Parson (11) signals 'Touchdown!' as freshman Verondre Barnes (33) rushes six yards during the third quarter on Saturday.

Compiled from various wire services

Report: Almonte is 14

CAMPUS BOOKSTORES
LIKE TO STICK IT TO YA.
High prices. Long lines.
Sound familiar?
ecampus.com knows you're broke and strapped
for time. That's why we make shopping for
textbooks and stuff as easy, fast, and cheap as
possible. You'll find what you need and you'll
get it up to 50% OFF. Plus, you'll
experience convenient online shopping 24
hours a day, 7 days a week. No lines.
No waiting.

Want more cash back? Sell your books to
ecampus.com and watch for the check in the mail.
We'll give you 50% back on the new book price for the Top
50 buyback books. That's half back! You don't need basic
college mathematics to know that's
a lot of cash.

I

SHOPPING FOR
TEXTBOOKS SHOULDN'T
BE A SORE SUBJECT.

Shop online at www.ecampus.com or call toll free 1,877.ecampus.

Textbooks and stuff. Cheap.

Danny Almonte, the star pitcher for the Rolando Paulino Little League Ail-Star team from the Bronx, N.Y., is actually 14,
government record expert said.
Almonte, who gained national attention when he pitched the
first perfect Little League World Series game in 44 years, was
the subject of investigations throughout the tournament. Little
League coaches from Staten Island, N.Y., and Pequannock,
N.J., hired private investigators to try to find proof that the
Bronx players were ineligible but to no avail.
However, a document was later uncovered that said Almonte
was born in 1987, even though his mother had a photocopied
birth certificate saying he was born in 1989.
Little League rules prohibit any player born before Aug. 1,
1988 from competing this year.
After government experts managed to prove that the older
record was legitimate, Little League officials nullified all of his
team's victories.
The troubles are far from over for Danny Almonte, who
arrived in this country in June 2000. Apparently, he did not
attend school during the 2000-01 year. By New York state law
children must attend school until the age of 17.

Rahman, Lewis duke it out
Hasim Rahman and Lennox Lewis just couldn't wait for their
Nov. 17 rematch.
While taping a segment on Gary Miller's "Up Close" program,
the two began pushing and shoving and eventually destroyed
the interview table after a heated exchange of words.
Rahman had questioned Lewis's sexuality after he sued
Rahman for breach of contract on an earlier radio show.
"Do not say nothing about my family," Rahman said,
prompting Lewis to say, "Be careful what you say to me."
The two stood up for a few seconds and continued to taunt
each other, face-to-face. Lewis gave he initial push and the two
began grappling before Rahman maneuvered Lewis onto the
table, breaking it. The two continued to push, shove and shout
for the next two minutes.
Rahman had wanted to fight another boxer before granting
Lewis a rematch of their April 22 fight in which Rahman
knocked Lewis out in the fifth round. Lewis was concerned that
Rahman would lose his next fight, which would ruin the
rematch. In June, a federal judge ruled that Rahman had to
fight Lewis as his first title defense.

LA. Sparks win WNBA Title
"Lisa is our rock," said guard Tamecka Dixon, who had 13
points in the decisive game. "She's our foundation and it's our
job to go out there and support her."
The championship gives the city of Los Angeles its second
pro basketball title in a year; the Lakers defeated the 76ers
back in June. In addition, the Sparks' victory makes them the
first team other than the Houston Comets to win a WNBA
Championship. The Comets won the title during the first four
years of the league's existence. However, that streak came to a
close as the Sparks swept them in the opening round.
"This is a dream come true," said Leslie, who grew up in
nearby Inglewood and played collegiately at Southern California.

Garciaparra back on DL
The Boston Red Sox's All-Star shortstop. Nomar Garciaparra, was placed back on the disabled list after an MRI
showed swelling on his surgically repaired right wrist.
Garciaparra had surgery on his wrist in April and missed
the first half of the season before returning on July 29. He
hit .289 with four home runs in 21 games, but said that he
could no longer ignore the soreness in his wrist and would
require two weeks rest.
The setback could not have come at a worse time for
Boston, who trails the division-leading New York by nine
games (entering Monday) as they enter a crucial stretch
versus the Yankees and the AL Central leading Cleveland
Indians.
Boston has been ravaged by injuries all season, as Garciaparra, catcher Jason Varitek, third basemen John
Valentin, pitcher Rolando Arrojo and pitcher Pedro Martinez have all missed significant playing time.
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Flames football adds to staff

The Liberty
University cheerleaders begin the
new season with
new faces, new
moves, new uniforms and a new
attitude.

By WesRickards,
assL sports editor
l'i |

An. piNrros BY JOHN FISHER

11 years for his inaugural
coaching season.
Assuming the position of
tight ends coach will be Kyle
Cooper, who previously coached
tight ends at Angelo State in
San Angelo, Texas. He met
Coach Karcher through a
mutual friend and has two goals
for Liberty football.
"The number one thing, is
that this program is changing
lives," Cooper said. "Number
two is becoming national
champs."
Offensive line coach Mike
Hand states that he arrived at
Liberty because "God answers
prayers." After seeking divine
guidance for his situation, Hand

When Liberty's football
team begins
play this year, it do so with a few
new faces on the sidelines.
Joining Ken Karcher's staff
will be five new coaches, Mike
Jones, Kyle Cooper, Donald
Smith, Mike Hand and Ed
Gomes.
Mike Jones, who will coach
the wide receivers, represents
one of a handful of positives
that emerged from Vince McMahon's failed Xtreme Football
League; Jones was the assistant
coach for the
/ /
Orlando Rage
• • rpi
nurnfoer
Jones, who
1UCHUH1UCI
firmly believes that

we have to make
the plays regardlessofthesitua
tion," was also a

t h a t

t h i s

|-

school year.
Formerly the Dean of Commuter Students, Gomes will be
the new Director of Spiritual
Development for the team.
"Spiritual relationship Is
Just as important as the academlc, social and athletic parts
of their lives. My main focus Is
what God is wanting to do in the
lives of the student-athletes and
how I can cooperate with Him to
see His will fulfilled in their
lives," Gomes said.
The new coaches represent
the latest changes in a football
program that began when Ken
Karcher became Liberty football's sixth head coach a year
and a half ago. Since then, Liberty has
thing
IS
announced
that
o n e
U11C l l l l l l g , 1»
it will be joining

p r o g r a m

is

C h a n g i n g

the Big South

Conferencefor

Number two is hecomin£

« V C » . 11U1I1UCI t W U
n a t i o n a l c h a m p S .
_ , ,.'
,

coachmNFL

15» U C C U l l l l l l g
.

,

-Tight ends coach Kyle Cooper

Europe under the
tutelage of
Karcher.
Coaching the defensive backs
will be former LU standout Donaid Smith. He went through
Vikings and Cowboys training
camp before moving on to play
in the Canadian Football
League, where he helped the
Toronto Argonauts to back-toback Grey Cup championships.
Smith returns to Liberty after

met Karcher at a coaches' convention in Atlanta. "I wish I met
him 10 years earlier," Hand says
about Karcher. "The biggest
thing, here at Liberty, is that
we'll keep God first."
Helping Liberty in that area
will be Ed Gomes. Although
Gomes is no stranger to Liberty,
he will be taking a new role this

the 2002 season
and start competition with in-

state rivalVMI.

Eventually they
} } ^ expand
Williams Stadium to meet Division I-A
requirements,
As the future continues to
brighten for the program here
on Liberty Mountain, the day
Dr. Falwell envisioned years ago
with the football team going to
South Bend and beating Notre
Dame may be closer at hand
than once thought.

NFL predictions from the Sports editors

V r
W E S RICKARDS
ASST. SPO'RTS EDITOR

JOHN FAREL
SPORTS EDITOR

MATTIE GORDON
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

• AFC East-- Colts
• AFC Central- Titans
• AFC West- Raiders

• AFC East- Colts
• AFC Central- Ravens
• AFC West-- Raiders

• AFC East- Colts
• AFC Central- Ravens
• AFC West- Chiefs

• NFC East- Eagles
• NFC Central- Bucs
•NFC West-Rams

• NFC East- Eagles
• NFC Central- Vikings
•NFC West-Rams

• NFC East- Giants
• NFC Central- Vikings
•NFC West-Saints

• AFC ChampionshipColts v. Titans
• NFC ChampionshipEagles v. Vikings
• Super Bowl- Colts v.
Eagles
• Champion- Indianapolis
Colts

• AFC ChampionshipRavens v. Colts
• NFC ChampionshipVikings v. Saints
• Super Bowl- Ravens v.
Vikings
• Champion-Minnesota
Vikings

• AFC ChampionshipRavens v. Colts
• NFC ChampionshipGiants v. Vikings
• Super Bowl- Giants v.
Ravens
• Champion- New York
Giants

• Super Bowl MVPPeyton Manning

• Super Bowl MVP-Daurrte Culpeper

• Super Bowl MVPTiki Barber

c l a s s i f i e d
Rates:
Open/Commercial

Business Hours:
8 a.m. - 4:30 rxm.
Monday-Friday
Deadline:
4:30 p.m.
8 days prior to
publication

$3.67 - 1st 15 words
240 each word over 15

Attention Getters
Bold 1 st line
Large 1st line (12 pi) . .1 time charge
XLargc 1st line (14 pt) .1 time charge

Student/Faculty Rate*:

(804) 582-2128

$2.75- 1st 15 words
180 each word over 15
*Non commercial only.

Symbols
Small (10 pt)
Large (12 pt)
XLarge (14 pt)

Champion Special:**
40% off after first run of ads with 3 or more runs.
••Rates only apply to local or student/faculty. NO CHANGES.

ALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING IS PREPAID

n/c
$1.00
$1.50

1 time charge
1 time charge
1 time charge

500
$1.00
$1.50

Symbols to choose
Stars: • * •
Checks: • • •

Crosses: t t t
Hearts: W W
Arrows: >•»

Help Yfaated

Fer Sale

Fer Sale

Spring Break 2001!!! Student
Express is now hiring sales reps.
Cancun features FREE meals and
parties @ Fat Tuesdays- MTV Beach
Headquarters, Acapulco, Mazaltan,
Jamaca, Bahamas, South Padre,
Florida. Prices from $469, with
Major airlines. 24,000 travelers in
2001. Call 800-787-3787 for a FREE
brochure or email bookit@studentexpress.com
www.studentexpress.com

Laptop Computer Toshiba Satellite
200 CDS w/Windows 98, CD, 3.5
floppy, 772 nig hd, modem and
case. $625. Other computer parts
& accessories available. 845-5343

Beauty Rest queen size box spring
and mattress with a frame for
$125. Full size box spring &
matress with frame fcr $125. All
in great condition. 847-7366

A College Student's Dream Job !!!
Great pay. Part-time. Flexible
evening work schedule that allows
for other school activities and going
home for the holidays. We train you.
If you have a clear speaking voice,
call 582-1590 ask for Sherry: B&B
Presentations, 523 Leesville Road,
Lynchburg.

Student desks, Chairs, foot rests,
mirrors, book cases, bulletin
boards. Call Ashley's @ 528-2332
Bedford County: Log Cabins on
6.9 acres, being sold all together.
16 miles from LU. Would make a
wonderful church retreat. All are
currently rented on a monthly
basis. For more detailed information and price, see website:
www.geoeities.com/angelplacex3.

GET A JOB!

sure, you can quit*
or stick around and

[i earn
how not to*

Need «««« CASH??
Sell i t ia the •
Claaaifieia!!

Need s t u f f ? ? ?
BUT i t i» the

In Army R0TC, you'll develop skills you can use in the
real world - thinking on your feet, staying focused under
pressure, taking charge. Give it a shot. Visit the Army ROTC
department.

We'll stick around for you.

Claaaifieia!!

Need a h«se?7
ftjuj i t in the
Classifieds!

ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take.
For more info contact Master
Sergeant Brewton at 582-7335 or
jcbjgwton@liberty.edu

Champion
ipion

FOOTBALL

WOMEN'S SOCCER

• 9/8 LU at Eastern Kentucky, 6

i

• 9/3 at Central Florida, 3
• 9/8 Campbell, 7

VOLLEYBALL
•

9/7-8 Xavier Tournament, TBA

CROSS COUNTRY
• 9/7atVMI,6

orts

MEN'S SOCCER
;mZ,2

WOMEN'S TENNIS
• 9/6 Mount St. Mary's
Tournament, TBA

Lady Flames knock off Stetson
By John Farel, sports editor

Twenty-minutes later Alicia Davis

SEPTEMBER 4 , 2made
0 0it 12-0 with• a goal
PAGE
2
of her own1and

Orlando, Fla.-The defending Big
South Champion Lady Flames soccer team began its season last
Saturday at the University of
Central Florida, in the UCF
Invitational.
The Lady Flames opened up play
on Saturday afternoon against Stetson University, and immediately
showed why they are favored once
again to repeat as Big South Conference Champions.
The Lady Flames got five goals from
five different players en route to a 5-0
victory over the Hatters.
It was a rough debut for Hatters
first year Coach Julie Orlowski.
The Lady Flames scored early and
often to take a commanding 3-0 lead
into halftime, with Nancy Davis, Alicia Davis and Alyssa Helbing all scoring goals.
Davis got the Lady Flames on the
board first with a goal at the 11 th
minute.
Davis' goal came off a cross from
Kimberly Hawkins. The shot from 15yards out made it 1-0.

johnfarel

WEEK 1 NOT A
TOTAL LOSS
In looking at the score, 46-26,
you would think Saturday's football
game in Boone. N.C. between Liberty and No. 5 Appalachian State
was a blowout. While the Flames
played poorly in thefirsthalf, the
second half was a different story.
The youthful Flames, comprised of
28 new faces, including 22 freshmen, turned it around, outscoring
the Mountaineers 19-13. More
importantly. Liberty got huge performances from some of its youngsters. No player stood out more than
freshman running back Verondre
Barnes, who rushed for 146 yards
on 16 carries including two touchdowns, highlighted by a 55-yarder.
Barnes performance was a stark
contrast to last season, when the
Flames averaged just 62 rushing
yards a game, nearly surpassing the
team's all-time record low.
The Flames other top performer
was 6'8" freshman Daniel Thomas.
Thomas recorded seven catches for
65 yards, two for touchdowns.
Barnes and Thomas are evidence
of good things to come, but it will
take a while to rebuild. Unlike basketball, where one recruiting class
can make a huge impact such as
Michigan's Fab 5, which went to the
Final 4 withfivefreshman, or Duke
which restocks every year, to
become a power house. The Flames
will need two to three excellent
recruiting classes to get to the top.
It may be tough to see the
improvement, especially with the
caliber of teams the Flames will be
playing. This season LU has scheduled two Division I-A opponents,
Central Florida and South Florida,
plus three of the top teams in 1-AA,
Appalachian State, Furman and
Hofstra.
The Flames aren't the only team
struggling to rebuild. After years of
dominance in the Big Ten, Penn
State and Coach Joe Paterno may
finally be reaching the end. After an
awful 2000 season, Penn State was
pummeled in its opener against
Miami on Saturday. Miami, overcame the emotion of 109,000
screaming fans and a chance for
Paterno to tie Bear Bryant's win
record, picking up the victory 33-7.
The win makes a strong argument
that Miami and Florida may be the
No. 1 team in the country. After all,
it was the worst home loss in
Paterno's 26 years at PSU.
Talk about struggling teams no
summer has been worse than the
Minnesota Twins, who were in first
place at the all-star break in July.
Now they are struggling to stay
above .500 as their winning percentage and batting averages continue to
plummet. It's not the pitchers fault.
Its starters have been decent. Case
in point Joe Mays, who's lost eight of
his last ten decisions, despite an
ERA of 4.15. In his last eight games
the Twins have scored just 13 runs.
The old adage pitching wins games
may be true, but 1 guess you need
more than minor league quality bats.
Minnesota sent one of its top hitters Matt Lawton to the Mets for
pitcher Rick Reed. Injuries have
been a problem, but it's been much
more than that, they've won just 16
games since the All-Star break.

just before the half Helbing, assisted
by Katie Woodrow, added another.
The Lady Flames out shot the Hatters 8-1 in the first half.
In the second half Liberty continued its domination, outshooting Stetson 14-3. Hatter goalkeeper Krista
Kennon made eight saves preventing
further damage.
Liberty's first goal of the second
half came at the 57-minute mark.
Emily Shubin assisted Sarah Foster to make it 4-0. With five minutes
remaining Rachel Lyndon netted the
last goal unassisted.
In addition to outshooting the Hatters, 22-4, the Lady Flames took six
corner kicks to Stetson's one.
The tournament will resume on
Monday, with Stetson taking on Lipscomb at noon, and the Lady Flames
taking on the University of Central
Florida at 3 p.m. Both games will take
place at UCF Arena Soccer Field.
The Lady Flames first home game
will be against Campbell on Sept. 8,
at 7 p.m.

JOHN FISHER

HEADS UP!— Nancy Davis braces for what is sure to be a painful header in an exhibition game against Mount St. Mary's earlier this year.

Early deficit sinks Flames v. App. St.
By Roger Padron, reporter

Boone, N.C- Liberty University opened its 2001 season againstfifth-rankedAppalachian State University
witha 46-26 loss in a non-conference game Saturday
night, at Kidd Brewer Stadium.
The Mountaineers took a quick lead when Joe
Burchette threw a 38-yard touchdown pass, on the
third play from scrimmage, to Sterling Hayward to give
the Mountaineers a 6-0 lead. Appalachian State's
Jimmy Watkins returned a punt for 69 yards for a
score and Burchette converted the two-point conversion on a run to increase the score to 14-0.
The Flames deficit grew to 20-0 by the start of the
second quarter as Erik Rockhold connected on two
field goals. The first capped off a six-play 19-yard drive
with 4:58 left to play in the opening quarter and the
other was a 31-yardfieldgoal which concluded a
10-play, 39-yard drive with just 58 seconds into the
start of the second quarter.
In the following series the Flames (0-1) were forced
to puntfromtheir own one-yard line after quarterback
Biff Parson was sacked twice. Following a 30-yard
punt, Joey Hoover rushed for a seven-yard score with
11:06 left in the first half to up Appalachian State's
lead to 27-0.
Liberty got on the board with the ensuing drive as
Parson connected with Daniel Thomas for a 28-yard
reception. After two rushes by Verondre Barnes,
Parson hooked up with Thomas again, this time it
resulted in a nine-yard touchdown pass just inside the
end zone. Appalachian State scored once more as
Burchette hit Scott Murphy for a 6-yard strike to give
the Mountaineers a 33-7 lead heading into the half.
The Flames opened the second half in the right
direction as Barns scored his first collegiate
touchdown with a six-yard rush capping off a
nine-play, 77-yard drive.
The third quarter ended with the Flames and
Mountaineers each getting a touchdown. The
Mountaineers Jerry Beard scored on a 12-yard run,
while Barnes scored on a game-best 55-yard touchdown with 1:55 left to play in the third quarter to cut
the Mountaineers lead to 39-20.

DOWN AND OUT— Senior quarterback Biff Parsons (11) hurls a pass down the field.

Appalachian State ended any thoughts that Liberty
had of comeback on their first drive of the final quarter
as Burchette hit Haywood once again for a 22-yard
touchdown pass.
Liberty would find the end zone for the final time
with 2:57 left in the ball game when Parson and
Thomas hooked up for his second touchdown reception
of the day after the Flames, William Haith, blocked a
punt and the Flames recovered it on the six-yard line.
The Flames were outgained, 441 yards to 277 yards.
Appalachian also held the time of possession

advantage, 34:23 to 25:37. Liberty racked up 152
yards on 17 penalties, including 112 yards on 13
penalties in the first half.
Barnes became thefirstFlame to rush for over
100-yards since the 1999 season, accumulating 146
yards on 16 carries.
Parson completed 16-of-27 attempts for 145 yards
and two touchdowns, while Burchettefinishedthe contest by completing 15-of-28 attempts for 221 yards and
three touchdowns.
Please see FOOTBALL, pagelO

Late goal lifts Cavaliers past Flames
By Joel Patrick, reporter

Men's soccer at Liberty University started its
2001 season on Aug. 31 in Klockner Stadium as
they were hosted by the 3rd-ranked University of
Virginia. The Flames were looking to snap the
nine-game losing streak that they had against the
Cavaliers, but they came up short with a 2-1 loss
on Friday.
The Virginia Soccer Classic was the season
opener for both teams. Liberty jumped out to an
early 1-0 lead in front of the 1,871 fans in attendance. Jason Streets (Sr., Lakeland, Fla.) and
Pavel Cancura (So., Gloucester, Ontario) assisted
on the goal by Brian Monka (Fr., Camarillo, Calif.).
Monka received a crossing pass and beat the
UVa goaltender at the 16:30 mark to give the
Flames the go-ahead goal. The Flames would hold
on and take the lead into the locker room at halfI

time.
But, the Cavaliers came out shooting, and by
the end of the game UVa outshot Liberty 28-5.
Despite the efforts of the Cavaliers, it wasn't
until the 47:25 mark that UVa found the back of
the net.
Alecko Eskandarian (Montvale, N.J.) would tie
the game at one apiece after being set up by
teammates Kenny Arena (Fairfax. Va.) and Steve
Trotten (Allentown, N.J.). Arena later headed in
the game winner with just over three minutes to
defeat the Flames by a score of 2-1.
UVa improves to 1-0 and Liberty, still looking
for its first win against the Cavaliers, falls to 0-1.
The Flames will host Elon in the conference
opener on Sept. 8.
Fuji PHOTO

SHOT!— Senior Ben Strawbridge unleashes a shot.

